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Background

This research project evaluates media performance and government media-management operations during the 2003 Iraq War. The war provides a fascinating case study, creating unprecedented levels of popular and political dissent; while questions surrounding media coverage generated accusations of media bias. Through analysing government attempts to manage media and, in the face of such attempts, the success of media in maintaining autonomy and balance, this project provides research-based evidence to inform on-going debate regarding the media’s role during this conflict.

More broadly, the project contributes to scholarly debates concerning the role and function of media in wartime. Existing work in this field has tended to argue that media are deferential toward government. Here, due to factors such as reliance upon official sources, patriotism and news values focused around dramatic battle stories, it is often argued that media function as a propaganda arm of government. Recent debate, however, has revolved around how technological advances and shifting geo-political landscapes might have increased media autonomy during wartime and facilitated a more adversarial media.

Through the development of a theoretically-grounded, systematic and detailed approach to measuring media coverage, we set out to provide both a reliable aggregate-level assessment of media performance and a more detailed analysis of the relative performance of individual media outlets. Our research was designed to be sensitive to changes in the balance of power between media and government during the course of the military campaign. The analysis of media coverage was integrated with an analysis of coalition briefings and media operations, thus enabling a more precise assessment of media autonomy during the conflict. The research design and methodology developed and tested for this project was also designed to act as a baseline for further comparative research across conflicts, time and different national contexts.

Objectives

Our objectives were as follows:

One: Identify the contours of framing in British TV and newspaper news of the war, uncovering the range, autonomy and boundaries to debate across media outlets, the extent to which news coverage reflected elite sources and news management strategies as well as dissenting voices, and the relative salience of justifications for the war.

Two: Identify the key government information management strategies and actual outputs over the course of the war, including strategic attempts to develop common framings over time, tactical activities designed to minimise damaging coverage and/or to discredit counter-narratives, the techniques used to co-ordinate US and UK information management strategies and the involvement of embedded journalists.

Three: Assess the relative salience of media, state and dissenting voices in determining media agendas during the conflict. In particular, we sought to identify variations in this power
balance across the course of the war as government information management strategies responded to the uncertainties of war and unexpected events, media outlets sought to maintain autonomy under the difficult circumstances of war and dissenting voices attempted to influence the media agenda.

The greatest proportion of resources was devoted to objective One. A combined content and framing analysis of UK TV news coverage and UK press enabled us to assess in great detail how media reported the war. The breadth and depth of analysis far exceeds other equivalent studies. The analysis involved four principal TV news programmes (from BBC, ITV, Sky News and Channel Four) and seven national daily newspapers and their Sunday equivalents (*Telegraph, Times, Guardian/Observor, Independent, Mail, Mirror, Sun/News of the World*), enabling a thorough assessment of the quality of the UK public sphere during the conflict. With the story as our unit of analysis, media reports were analysed in multiple ways, including documentation of story length, format (from a range of types of newspaper story or TV news report), use of new technology, subject matter, sources quoted and cited and the use of visuals. Reports were also assessed for their tone toward the main actors in the conflict whilst a detailed framing analysis provided measures of more subtle forms of media bias.

In tandem with the media analysis, coalition media-management operations were systematically documented in order to establish the news agenda promoted by coalition partners during the course of the conflict. This formal analysis was supplemented by interviews with journalists and news managers in order to understand the dynamics of the news management process and how it fitted into the news production process. Both the media and press briefing analyses have produced rich datasets that continue to be interrogated. Finally, combining the information from each dataset has allowed us to track coalition media management strategies and variations in media coverage across the course of the conflict and to draw general conclusions regarding the dynamic relationship between media and government. In addition, case studies have been selected which represent peaks of media criticism and instances of successful coalition information management. These case studies, subject to on-going analysis, enable us to assess systematically the extent to which unexpected events and elite political debate led to a more adversarial media, and the extent to which government responded to adversarial media coverage by reinforcing attempts to manage media.

**Methods**

To conduct our analysis of media coverage and to evaluate our findings, we consolidated and developed existing frameworks: In particular Hallin’s¹ seminal work on US media and the Vietnam war and recent election studies methodology.² This latter framework has been extensively employed as a method for measuring the agenda for debate and the autonomy of reporting during election campaigns and has been widely used internationally. This enabled us to create a highly refined and advanced approach to analysing media content and framing and we were able to document a wide variety of indicators reacting to media autonomy - from the variety of sources used by media through to the prevalence of particular pro- and anti-coalition frames. We were also able to distinguish between procedural criticism, for example relating to the conduct of the military campaign, and substantive media criticism relating to the justifications for war. Coding of media coverage was performed by two coders using MSAccess databases and reliability tests were successfully completed.

To analyse press briefings, a codebook and database were developed for a content analysis of all public news management activities:

1) CENTCOM news conferences and statements
2) UK Parliamentary Statements
3) Speeches and interviews by UK and US heads of government and members of the ministerial teams at the UK Ministries of Defence and Foreign Affairs and the US Department of Defense
4) Transcripts of press conferences at the White House, 10 Downing Street, MoD, DoD, State, FCO
5) Messages of the Day issued by the White House Office of Global Communications

Subjects were recorded using the same codes as for the news analysis in order to permit comparison across the different datasets. This formal analysis has been supplemented by interviews with journalists and news managers in order to understand the dynamics of the news management process and how it fitted into the news production process.

Finally, both the press briefing dataset and the media datasets provided a framework by which to compare coalition media management operations with media coverage across the course of the conflict. By comparing the output of press briefings with media coverage, we are able to assess areas in which media reflected and reinforced the coalition agenda, as well as circumstances where media-management operations were unsuccessful at influencing media output. Three datasets (TV news, newspapers and press briefings) were produced for deposit at the ESRC data archive and are available for further analysis.

**Results**

Our results include comprehensive analyses of:

1) media performance during the course of the conflict,
2) coalition media-management operations and
3) a comparative assessment of the coalition media agenda and media output.

It should be noted that the following brief account reflects the major research findings to date and that our work with the data continues.

**Media Performance**

The subject matter of battle dominated news reports during the course of the conflict. Over 56% of all TV news and 49% of newspaper stories related to the on-going military campaign and/or related matters of strategy. Because we also coded for a short period running up to the war, as well as a week after the fall of Baghdad, the data revealed the dramatic shift in news agenda away from diplomacy and rationale for war prior to the conflict and on to battle; as well as away from battle and on to the issue of law and order once Baghdad had fallen. The subjects of diplomacy and Iraqi people each appeared in just over 10% of news reports (except in newspapers where Iraqi people constituted 7% of stories) whilst controversial issues such as civilian casualties and anti-war protest accounted for considerably less than 10% of news stories across both TV and newspapers. But only a fraction of coverage (less than 6%) focused on substantive issues such as the rationale for war, including stories about WMD, humanitarian issues and terrorism. Coverage, then, was largely event-driven and gave relatively little space to substantive issues.
With respect to political actors’ access to the news agenda, coalition officials dominated with over 80% of both television and newspaper reports mentioning at least one. Also well represented were members of the Iraqi regime (over 50% for both television and newspapers) and Iraqi civilians (40% for television and 31% for newspapers). Other relevant actors, such as the anti-war movement, UN officials, experts and humanitarian organizations received far less access to the media, with none of these groups appearing in more than 12% of coverage. Figures for sources actually quoted by media further emphasise the success of the coalition in gaining access. The coalition was responsible for over 50% of direct quotations across TV channels and 45% across newspapers, but quotes from the Iraqi regime never amounted to more than 6% of the total. And while Iraqi civilians received a substantial degree of media attention as subjects, they were less well represented via direct quotation with figures ranging from 5% (Channel Four) to 11% (Sky) and averaging 8% across newspapers. Other actors received relatively little coverage, usually less than 10%. For example, anti-war actors were responsible for 6% of all quotes (less in TV coverage) while humanitarian actors never achieved more than 4% across both TV and newspapers.

Our reporter tone variable measured journalists’ adherence to norms of objectivity and neutrality towards actors (defined as ‘straight’ reporting as opposed to openly deflating or reinforcing commentary). Over 90% of TV news reporting was coded as straight and reporting in the broadsheet newspapers was straight over 80% of the time, although the tabloids fell below this figure. By this measure, then, much of UK media largely fulfilled expected norms of neutrality and objectivity. Closer examination of instances where journalists did engage in reinforcing or deflating commentary, however, revealed a clear tendency to depart from objective reporting when discussing the Iraqi regime. For TV news, the only pattern found in journalists’ departure from straight reporting was to undermine the Iraqi authorities. The picture for newspapers was more mixed although, at the aggregate level, the Iraqi regime was by far the most likely actor to receive deflating commentary.

Finally, our framing analysis provided an indicator of subtler forms of bias. Here we assessed the extent to which reports favoured the coalition perspective or reflected an alternative perspective. Our coding frames were developed only for key areas of coverage by which the range of media debate during the war could be assessed, namely battle, civilian casualties, military casualties, humanitarian issues and justifications for war (including WMD, humanitarian and ‘war on terror’). With respect to battle, for example, stories were coded as positive for the coalition if they emphasized, implicitly or explicitly, military success. Conversely, stories were coded as negative for the coalition if they focused upon military failures with clear disdain or critical distance in reporters’ comments and with anti-war sources being drawn upon and given priority over coalition sources. The subjects chosen for framing analysis also enabled us to distinguish between areas where procedural criticism might occur (battle, civilian casualties, etc) and where substantive criticism might occur (e.g. justifications for war).

Many reports about the battle itself favoured the coalition and only a small number played negatively. So, for the predominant subject (see the news agenda above), coverage tended to be either favourable or mixed for the coalition and only rarely problematic. A very different picture emerges, however, when we consider the subjects of civilian casualties, humanitarian issues, coalition military casualties and law and order. For civilian casualties, less than 11% of reports played positively for the coalition whilst 49% of TV coverage and 68% of press coverage was coded as negative. With respect to humanitarian issues, most reports were critical of coalition attempts to manage humanitarian operations, with a balance of 48% of TV coverage and 40% of press coverage being coded as critical whilst only 20% of TV coverage and 25% of press coverage gave more upbeat assessments. The subject of coalition military casualties was also problematic for the coalition. 26% of TV coverage was coded as negative for the coalition and only 5% of reports were
reinforcing. Press coverage here was more mixed, however, with 26% of reports reinforcing the coalition frame vis-à-vis casualties and 22% deflating. Finally, law and order was also an issue that attracted a large proportion of critical coverage. Across TV and press, only around 10% of law and order stories were positive for the coalition while approximately 30% were coded as negative.

Contrasting with the significant levels of procedural criticism outlined above, our findings fail to offer strong evidence of media coverage that was autonomous in its approach to the official narratives and justifications for the war in Iraq. Most reports (54% TV and 61% Press) making substantial reference to the WMD rationale for war reflected and reinforced the coalition argument by, for example, relaying the coalition’s claims regarding Iraq’s WMD capability in unproblematic terms. Less than 15% actually challenged official narratives in this respect. In referencing the humanitarian argument for war, coverage overwhelmingly reflected official narratives concerning the moral case for war. Over 80% of TV and press stories mirrored the government position and less than 12% challenged it. The rationale for war least accepted by UK media was offered by the ‘war on terror’. Here, 38% of TV reports and 47% of press reports were reinforcing whereas 15% of TV reports and 40% of press reports challenged it. For this category, a large proportion of reports were coded as mixed.

Regarding inter-channel variation, on television Sky News and ITV were most likely to report good news for the coalition whereas Channel Four News carried the greatest proportion of critical coverage. Among newspapers, The Sun gave the most explicit support to coalition operations. But much newspaper coverage, even that of the Independent and the Mirror which were the most avowedly anti-war, was implicitly or explicitly supportive of the military campaign.

Information Management Strategies

We were able to document both the successes and the limitations of the coalition news management strategy in framing the conflict in a consistent manner. 267 transcripts of briefing activities (statements, press conferences, interviews) were coded. Coding distinguished between statements, which were taken to represent the messages that the coalition chose to communicate, and dialogues, where politicians and spokespersons where forced to respond to subjects raised by journalists. The subjects of all statements, questions and responses were recorded. These materials were also coded for prognosis - that is, whether they demonstrated optimism or pessimism about the future. Exchanges between spokespersons and journalists were coded to identify the extent to which interventions tended to question or support official frames. This gave an additional level of insight into the news management process by giving a measure of how journalists reacted to official briefings. It should be noted that the study could only reconstruct the formal and public aspect of the news management effort in a systematic way.

The main strategy of the coalition’s news management was to focus attention on three themes and to ensure that unfolding events were interpreted within these themes. Firstly, that the campaign was progressing: There was an emphasis placed on confidence in the success of the military campaign and the inevitable overthrow of the Saddam regime but also an attempt to deflate overoptimistic expectations of a rapid victory. Here there was clear evidence that the media were a key target for this message – not least in the comments referring to media performance in reporting Kosovo and Afghanistan that came from briefing podia. This theme accounts for the domination of the battle/strategy frame within coalition briefing subjects. 40% of the subjects coded within statements fell under this heading. The second major theme focussed on the need to build a better Iraq. The second largest group (9.4%) of subjects dealt with the reconstruction and future of Iraq. The third largest emphasis (9.1%) was on the scale of humanitarian efforts to assist the Iraqi people. But we found some notable issues to be virtually
absent from coalition briefing activities, including two of the key justifications of the war – weapons of mass destruction (1.5%) and terrorism (1.7%).

These themes were consistently communicated across the period of the study and across the different briefing forums. This consistency reflected lessons from media operations in Kosovo and Afghanistan. However, the UK mounted a lower level of briefing activity than during the Kosovo crisis and the daily UK briefings present in that campaign were not replicated for Iraq. Despite formal mechanisms of coordination such as daily telephone conferences between coalition spokespersons, there were limits to the ability of such activities to produce uniformity. It was also recognized that intensive briefing activities could be counter-productive. In the Iraq conflict, one message expressed in press conferences on both sides of the Atlantic in the early days of the war that reflected ideas of the how the news management effort should be run was a refusal to provide ‘a running commentary on events’.

The limits of the news management process can be seen in the differing emphases between UK and US. Although battle/strategy was the leading subject, reconstruction accounted for 14.1% of subjects in the UK but only 6.8% in the US. UK briefers also showed a much greater level of concern with the media coverage of the war (7.5% as against 3% in the US). In more qualitative terms then, the US was engaged in a war for national security while the UK was fighting for international security. It was the British who were most strongly committed to UN authorization of military action and when the war began without a second resolution, journalists used this as a way to generate stories, while briefers, particularly at 10 Downing Street, sought to give emphasis to ways in which international legitimacy could be restored. Evidence for tensions within the news management organization comes from discussions with those involved in the process.

It is also clear that the ability of the news managers was challenged by the day to day unfolding of events. The main tactic that was used to deal with these was to relate them to the broader themes. The success of the news managers in doing this varied in response to events and was limited by the attitude of journalists. The analysis of interviews and press conferences showed a relatively high proportion of questions challenging the coalition’s versions of events. Within the Downing Street press briefings, 19% of questions suggested scepticism about official framings while 4% put forward alternative framings. A sceptical question was taken to be one which raises issues of consistency between official statements and other reports. An alternative framing was one that rejected the official frame (e.g. expressing the view that the war was motivated by access to oil). However, 76% of questions were coded as ‘straight’ requests for information and 1.1% as supportive. In contrast, questions in CENTCOM Briefings were coded at 34% alternative, 18% sceptical, 46% straight and 0.8% supportive. This stems from the fact that CENTCOM briefings were open to a broader range of journalists including the Arab media, who rejected the coalition frame.

Overall, this section of the study suggests that the coalition were largely successful in communicating a consistent set of themes across the period of the study but that these themes were greeted with a degree of scepticism by journalists even as the media reported in a way that largely reproduced the coalition agenda.

**Media-state Dynamics**

Drawing together the two analyses, we can assess the dynamics between government and media during the war. The coalition was clearly the most successful actor, both in securing access to media and in gaining airtime for extensive direct quotation, so coverage of the war was narrated largely through the voice of the coalition with much less attention given to other actors. Measuring the balance of reinforcing versus deflecting commentary, only the Iraqi authorities...
stood out as receiving negative treatment from the UK media. In respect of battle, the dominant subject area, the news agenda was largely consistent with the coalition briefing strategy. Here 40% of coalition briefings focused on this subject and 50% of media coverage. Moreover, media coverage was largely positive and only rarely critical of the coalition’s military operations. At the aggregate level then, UK media coverage tended to reflect the coalition perspective regarding the course of the military campaign. An effect of this focus on the detail of battle progress was that subjects which might have been reported more critically were effectively ‘crowded out’ of the coverage. Overall, the consistency between media output and the government line suggests that factors such as reliance upon elite sources, patriotism and news values rooted in episodic coverage continue to be important in shaping the broad contours of war-time coverage.

A more adversarial role can be identified in relation to the specific subject areas of civilian casualties, military casualties, humanitarian operations and the issue of law and order in Iraq. Although a considerable amount of coalition briefings were orientated toward these issue areas, coverage was more often critical of the coalition than supportive and here we have the most extensive evidence of an independent media operating as a challenger to official narratives. In particular, whereas the coalition sought to promote humanitarian operations in 9.1% of briefings and the issue of reconstruction in 9.4% of briefings, media coverage tended to downplay these issues (less than 5% of media coverage) and, when actually covering them, did so in a fashion that undermined the coalition line. Here the limits of government influence over media are highlighted, as uncontrolled events, such as civilian deaths, led to adversarial coverage. Two important qualifications need to be made, however. Firstly, these subject areas represent a relatively small proportion of overall coverage which, in the main, played positively for the coalition. Second, such critical reporting relates primarily to procedural matters such as the need to provide adequate humanitarian relief to civilians. Examination of substantive criticism about the justifications for war (humanitarian, WMD, ‘war on terror’) reveals greater success for the coalition.

Regarding these justifications, coalition briefings rarely mentioned WMD and ‘war on terror’ (less than 2%) but coverage in the main served to reinforce the official line, although ‘war on terror’ was the most sceptically treated. Combined with the lack of media attention to the subject of rationale, this suggests that once the war started debate over the reasons for war was not only granted less importance, but also that the general tendency was to accept the official explanations. A central coalition theme, promoting the moral case for war in Iraq to replace dictatorship with democracy, was largely accepted by media. As noted above, the second largest area of attention within briefings (9%) related to the theme of building a better Iraq. Hence, although the practicalities of supplying humanitarian aid were predominantly criticised, the broader humanitarian rationale was accepted and/or promoted by media. At a broad ideological level, then, it would appear that the humanitarian warfare narrative, promoted by the Blair government since the 1999 Kosovo campaign, functioned to limit the extent of media autonomy towards the conflict as the ideology of anti-communism did throughout the Cold War years.

Finally, we are continuing detailed analysis of a series of case studies that have been identified from time-series data drawn from our initial research and which indicate points of successful coalition media management or points of heavily critical media coverage. These include the decline of pre-war media debate over justifications for the war and the shift away from supportive coverage once Baghdad had fallen, one instance each of civilian and military casualties, and coalition media-management operations in relation to the ‘Basra uprising’ and the rescue of Jessica Lynch. Our initial findings indicate a powerful rally effect as media starts to cover the combat operations, reflecting a broader norm influencing media coverage about the need to support British troops in action. The instances of bad news (civilian and military causalities) highlight the negative impact, from a coalition perspective, of unexpected events,
although the time series data indicates that these are relatively short-lived and rapidly give way to more positive coalition orientated stories. Finally, the ‘Basra uprising’ and Jessica Lynch examples are cases of successful media management on the part of the coalition. These case studies are ongoing and, in particular, we are conducting further interviews in order to establish precisely how these events unfolded and why they had the impact that they did.

Activities

To date, three conference papers derived from the project have been delivered, discussing in turn media treatment of the UK anti-war movement, UK television news coverage of the war and the rationale of coalition news management during the war (see Outputs for details). A series of workshops are currently being arranged for Autumn 2006 to enable further dissemination and discussion of results with UK military, government officials and journalists.

Outputs

So far our research has given rise to a review article and three conference papers:


The papers by Parry and Murray and by Robinson and Goddard form the basis of two research articles currently being prepared for submission in June to leading international journals. We will be approaching Cambridge University Press (Bennett and Entman series on political communication) during summer 2006 regarding a 100,000 word research monograph based on the project.

Impacts

Our research has been distributed to and discussed with leading academics in the field, including Daniel Hallin, Scott Althaus and Gadi Wolfsfeld. Each has commented positively upon our media analysis. Hallin described the work as ‘creative and rigorous’ whilst Althaus commented that it was ‘one of the most impressive content analyses of war coverage [he had] ever seen’. We therefore have great confidence in the ability of our study to function as a baseline for further comparative work and as a key reference point for debates about media and war.

Our research has also been discussed with a variety of military groups including:
The Canadian Defence Forces Colloque, Fort St. Jean, Montreal, Canadian National Defence Headquarters, Ottawa, NATO School, Oberammagau, Germany, XVIIth Annual NATO Joint Senior Psychological Operations Conference, Hurlburt Field, Florida (Joint Special Operations University), NATO Allied Reaction Corps HQ's Media Study Day, Monchengladbach, Germany, National Defence College, Stockholm, NATO Bi Strategic Command PSYOPS Conference, Bratislava, Slovak Republic.

As noted under Activities, we are arranging workshops to enable further dissemination and discussion of results with UK military, government officials and journalists.

**Future Research Priorities**

Our datasets (TV news, newspapers, coalition briefings) are data-rich and we will continue to interrogate them further. Different sections of the research team will develop a variety of ‘spin-off’ analyses. The Parry and Murray paper (see Outputs) is an initial example of this. In particular, we will examine more closely data relating to inter-channel variations, new technology and the use of embedded reporters.

More generally, we are developing the research in three principal ways. First, our codebook was devised in conjunction with an equivalent study conducted in the US by Sean Aday et al and we can explore ways of comparing US and UK coverage of the war. Second, the research design can be developed through extending our analysis to examine media performance during the build-up to war in Iraq or in the period following the military campaign. Before the war, a crucial question concerns the extent to which there was full and open debate over the rationale and justification for war. Research examining post-conflict coverage could illuminate whether and when a more adversarial and questioning stance than the one found in this study came to be adopted in the media. Third, the theoretical framework and methodology employed in this study can be applied retrospectively to earlier conflicts as well as to future ones. Research along these lines will help to build a more complete empirical and theoretical account of wartime media-state relations, able to illuminate how technological advances, shifting geopolitical landscapes and strengthened government media-management operations affect levels of media autonomy.